
Character Sheet 

 

Name:    Alias:   Role: 

Age:  Gender: Weight  Height:  

Appearance: 

 

Health:       Mind: 

Trauma (MAX 2):         

Initiative:      Movement: 

 

      Body:   Sense:   Mind:   Social: 

Melee:   Ranged:  Control:  Convince: 

Dodge:   Perception:  Will:   Intimidate: 

Stealth:   Intuition:  Tinker:   Command: 

Ride (..):  Art (..):   Skill (..):   Info (..): 

 

Equipment: 

Name Equip Name Equip 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

  



Monster Sheet 

 

Name: 

Personality: 

Impulse: 

Concealment: 

Appearance: 

 

 

Abilities 

Name LVL Action Skill Target Range Note 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

 

  



Bonds 

 

Name:      Occupation: 

Personality: 

      

Appearance: 

 

 

 

 

Connection:     Loyalty: 

 

 

 

 

Name:      Occupation: 

Personality: 

      

Appearance: 

 

 

 

 

Connection:     Loyalty: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Attaining A Monster 

 

8 Common Methods of Manifestation 

 

Death- 

 You had a near death experience. As you were on the brink, you felt a voice begin to call you 

back. When you recovered, a brand new face congratulated you on your new lease on life. 

Anger- 

 Some experience caused an ingerno of anger to be born in your soul. You felt a release and 

watched as the new power began to cause havoc. 

Experimentation- 

 You were part of several experiments to determine how to artificially trigger a Sin or Virtue. 

While many failed, you were a success. 

Yearning- 

 You were down on your luck and the future looked bleak. At your lowest point, you felt a 

reassuring presence. 

Sacrifice- 

 You lost something important right before your eyes. Helpless, you pleaded for power. 

Amnesia- 

 You know that your Sin or Virtue was created as some point. But you can’t put your finger on 

when or how. 

Improvement- 

 You sought to reachthe limits of what humans could do. At the peak, you surpassed it by 

becoming something else. 

Birth- 

 You always had a monster. While others may fear it, to you it’s as familiar as your own hand. 

 

 

 

 



What are Monsters? 

 

Each Monster represents a portion  of the 7 sins and Virtues. 

They shape it is and who you are. 

There are 3 Commandments for each Monster. 

1. Do not harm the host 

2. Fulfill the monster’s desire 

3. Provide power 

 

While each one may act different, do different things, and look different, they all follow those rules. The 

unfortunate part is that they follow them in that order.  

Each Sin or Virtue has a desire, an impulse. When confronted with it, it'll be hard pressed to ignore it. 

It'll take the host to be able to convince them otherwise.  

They each have unique personality traits as well that will draw them to different tasks. If a Sloth has the 

option to laze about in a nice bed as opposed to using an ability to help, it'll choose to laze about. 

Fortunately, however, you can promise it its impulse in return for a favor. If the Sloth was offered its 

impulse of consuming a container of gasoline, it would be willing to offer help.  

However, it'll never do something that will intentionally damage the well-being of the host unless the 

host specially desires them to.  

Fortunately, while they may be capable of wreaking havoc, they offer benefits in return. Each monster 

will provide stats to the host as long as they are attached. It will also offer a unique set of abilities 

determined by its Sins and Virtues.  

Each monster is divided into 3 "breeds" to determine their capabilities.  

Pure Breed: Represents a single Vice or Virtue with incredible power. 

Mixed Breed: Represent two Sins and / or Virtues with moderate power.  

Mutt: Represents 3 Sins and / or Virtues with low power. 

  



There are 7 Sins that can describe the monsters. Below is a name, general description, and what 

roles each one can fulfill in a unit.  

Lust- 

 An enticing, deceptive monster. These demons are capable of shapeshifting as well as majestic 

songs to lure their prey. Possessors of this demon are capable of infiltration and confusing enemies.  

Greed- 

 The perfect solution has already been found, take 3 steps right, duck, fire. With hyper-

intelligence and an ability to magnetize objects, they perform best when assisting team mates and 

disrupting enemies.  

Gluttony- 

 An all-consuming entity. Their ability to track and maul targets rival dogs and hyenas. Operators 

with this Sin take up ambush and tracking roles.  

Sloth- 

 An immovable and unstoppable object. Their ability to receive and deal powerful attacks means 

that most serve on the front-lines to defend their allies.   

Wrath- 

 All fall before Wrath's flames. Barriers melt before it and all shall receive punishment. Artillery 

support is the best choice for this Sin.  

Envy- 

A lonely yet capable Sin. It's awareness of other means that it prefers to work away from others 

however it can be capable of mimicking others to emulate their best traits. It prefers to be either a 

sniper or function in a support role. 

Pride- 

Pride backed by power. A Sin that overpowers all that look up to it, A Sin that is assured in their 

victory. Leaders and front-line fighters are both suitable positions for this sin. 

  



There are 7 Virtues that can describe the monsters. Below is a name, general description, and 

what roles each one can fulfill in a unit.  

Charity- 

 A monster that will give all to all. Those under its care are rejuvenated in both body and mind. 

Medic is the only reasonable choice for this monster.  

Chastity- 

 Purity of clear water, the delicacy of lilies. It offers its hosts a superior speed and flight while 

protecting it from the outside world. It is naturally exceptional at recon and scouting roles.  

Humility- 

 Never seen or heard, their presence is nonexistent. Hosts blend into the background but their 

actions overwhelm all. Infiltration and ambushes are their specialty.  

Kindness- 

 Kill them with kindness. While users are rarely able to perform physical damage, their mental 

damage is extraordinary. Combined with an ability to bless weapons means they swap between 

attacking from the back line and supporting allies.  

Patience- 

 The battle has already ended and not a bullet has been fired. Traps are already set; the 

explosives are ready. When defending, few are capable of besting this monster. 

 Diligence- 

 Keep going, keep going, leave it all to this monster. Capable of drawing and taking fire, this 

monster is always found on the front-line defending allies.  

Temperance- 

 Never assuming too much but always doing what it can. With a wide arsenal and thick skin, 

these soldiers can be found all over the battlefield. 

  



Step 1: Select a Vice or Sin 

Monsters are separated into 14 categories, each with their own unique Powers. A character may 

have up to three different Sins and Virtues. This process will determine what Powers the character can 

attain. Refer to the previous page for information on each one. 

Select a Breed 

First, select the character's Breed. Breed determines how many Sins and Virtues the character 

has. This ultimately determines the abilities the character has. Players may select one of the following 

Breeds:  

Pure-Breed: A Monster with only a single Sin or Virtue. A specialized character that receive 

bonuses towards their choice.  

Crossbreed: A Monster with two different Sins and Virtues. A balanced character with no bonus 

or penalty.  

Mutt: A Monster with three different Sins and Virtues. A diverse character that cannot receive 

certain abilities. 

 Further information on bonuses and restrictions will be explained in Step 4.  

Select Sins and Virtues Select a Sin and / or Virtue. These determine a character's starting stats. 

The numbers of Sins and Virtues that can be chosen depends on the character's Breed.  

Sub-Aspect 

  If a Mutt is selected, one Sin or Vice will be assigned as a Sub-Aspect. That Aspect will receive 

one of the Mutt restrictions.  

Calculate Stats 

Refer to the Sins and Vices chart on the following page to look up stats related to the character's 

selected Aspects. These numbers will produce part of the character's stats, how they are calculated 

depends on the character's chosen breed.  

Pure-Breed: The stats are doubled. Stats for a Sin of Gluttony would initially be [3,1, 1, 0] and 

then doubled to [6, 2, 0, 0]  

Crossbreed: Stats are added together. If I chose both Sloth and Charity, my stats would be 

calculated as [1, 1, 2, 3]  

Mutt: Two aspects are added together. Do not add the chosen Sub-Aspect. Aside from that, it 

work identical to Crossbreed. 

 

 

 

 



Sin Stat Chart 

Sin Body Sense Mind Social 

Lust 1 0 2 1 

Gluttony 3 1 0 0 

Sloth 1 1 0 1 

Wrath 0 3 1 0 

Envy 1 3 0 0 

Pride 2 0 1 1 

Greed 1 0 2 1 

 

 

Virtue Stat Chart 

Virtue Body Sense Mind Social 

Charity 0 0 2 2 

Chastity 1 2 1 0 

Humility 2 1 1 0 

Kindness 0 1 2 1 

Patience 0 1 3 0 

Diligence 2 1 0 1 

Temperance 1 1 0 2 

 

  



Combat and Abilities 

 

Phase 1: Initiative 

Initiative is determined by your stats. The equation is 

(Sense x 2) + Mind 

At the start of combat, whoever has the highest initiative stat goes first. Everyone goes down the line 

until the end phase where it is repeated again. 

However, one can take the Wait action to delay their turn until they wish to jump back in. 

 

There are 3 actions someone can take in their turn 

 Free: Actions that take little thought. Talking, gesturing, and moving fall under here. 

 Simple: Mildly complicated actions. Throwing items, firing a weapon, reloading fall under here. 

 Complex: Difficult actions. Using an ability, healing, large attacks, disengaging fall under here. 

You will always receive one free action per turn. 

You can use two simple actions or one complex action in a single turn. You cannot do both. 

However, if two abilities list the same action, you may combine them. 

 

Opposed Rolls 

 

In the situation where you attack another enemy with a weapon, you may be asked to perform an 

opposed roll. 

For weapons, the acter will roll [Stat + Skill +/- Modifiers]. This determines the accuracy. 

The one being acted upon can choose to dodge or block the attack. 

Dodge: If dodging, you will roll [Stat + Skill +/- Modifiers]. If your total roll is greater than who attacked, 

they have missed. If it is equal to or less the opposing roll, roll [Armor +/- Modifiers]. Subtract this total 

from the damage received. 

Block: If you block instead, you will roll [Armor + Guard +/- Modifiers]. Subtract this total from the 

damage received. 

Abilities from your Aspect will list the Stat or Skill required to resist its effects. 

 



 

Abilities 

Name:   LVL  Stat:  Skill:  Target:  Range: 

Action:   Duration: Effect:   Resist: 

 

Lust 

 

Name: Intoxication LVL: Capstone Stat: Social Skill: Convince Target: A (10M) Range: Close 

Action: Complex Duration: 3 combat turns 

Effect: All enemies lose control of themselves. They all receive a 3 die penalty Mind rolls. 

Resist: Mind (Will) 

 

Name: True Camouflage LVL: Capstone  Stat: - Skill: -  Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Complex Duration: Until Dispelled 

Effect: You perfectly mimic a humanoid of your choice 

Resist: Sense (Intuition) 

 

Name: Broken Bones LVL: 1  Stat-  Skill-  Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Simple  Duration: 2 Minutes 

Effect: Your bones can easily bend and fold. You can fit in impossibly tight spaces. 

 

Name: Roofie  LVL: 1  Stat: Mind Skill: Tinker Target: Single Range: Close 

Action: Free  Duration: 1 Hour 

Effect: You can poison one food or drink that you touch. Whoever drinks it is incapacitated for 1 Hour 

Resist: Body 

 

Name: I’m Rubber LVL: 1  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: Close 

Action: Simple  Duration: 2 Turns 

Effect: Your limbs stretch by a meter. All Melee attacks gain a meter in reach. 



Resist: - 

 

Name: Swiss Cheese LVL: 2  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: - 

Action:  Complex Duration: 1 Turn 

Effect: You body melts and bends out of harms way. Add 3 dice to Dodge. 

Resist: - 

 

  



Greed 

 

Name: Work Smarter  LVL: Capstone  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: - 

Action: One time per combat encounter  Duration: One combat encounter 

Effect: Either Melee or Ranged can now be replaced by <<Control>>.  

 

Name: Invisible Hand LVL: Capstone Stat: Mind Skill: Control Target: S x 2 Range: View 

Action: Complex Duration: Instant 

Effect: Instantly attract or repulse two objects. It will be at a speed of 40 M/s. 

 

Name: Sonar  LVL: 1  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: 50 M 

Action: Free Duration: Instant 

Effect: Can detect all metallic objects in a 50 M radius from yourself. 

Resist: - 

 

Name: Divert  LVL: 1  Stat: Mind Skill: Control Target: Single Range: View 

Action: Reaction Duration: Instant 

Effect: Can divert an enemy’s gunfire. Target has a 2 dice penalty to ranged attacks. 

Resist: Mind (Will) 

 

Name: Haggle  LVL: 1  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Free  Duration: 1 Minute 

Effect: Can replace all Social rolls with Mind when not in combat. 

Resist: - 

 

Name: True Value LVL: 1  Stat: Mind Skill: Will Target: Single Range: View 

Action: Simple  Duration: 1 Turn 

Effect: Can perceive an enemy’s true weakness. Reveal vulnerabilities and enemy receives a 2 dice 

penalty to Dodge and Guard rolls. 



 

Name: Every shekel counts LVL: 2  Stat: Mind Skill: Control Target: Single  

Range: View 

Action: Simple  Duration: Instant 

Effect: Can capture enemy fire. On a success, you safely acquire the enemy’s bullets. 

Resist: Mind (Control) 

 

Name: Bargain  LVL: 2  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Single Range: View 

Action: Free  Duration: - 

Effect: You offer an item to Greed. If it has a value of X or higher, roll 1 dice on the Bargain table. For 

every X above that, roll an additional dice. 

Resist: - 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Gluttony 

 

Name: Cannibal  LVL: Capstone Stat: Body Skill: Melee Target: Single Range: Close 

Action: Complex Duration: Instant 

Effect: Make a melee attack with 6 health damage. On a success, receive 3 health. Leftover health 

becomes temporary health and lasts for 1 turn. 

 

Name: Blood rush LVL: Capstone Stat: Body Skill: Melee Target: Single Range: Close 

Action: Complex Duration: 2 Turns 

Effect: Make a melee attack with 6 health damage. On a success, increase Melee damage by 1 and 

movement by 5 M for 2 turns.  

Resist: Block or Dodge 

 

Name: Bite  LVL: 1  Stat: Body Skill: Melee Target: Single Range: Close 

Action: Simple  Duration: Instant 

Effect: Make a melee attack with 4 health damage. 

Resist: Block or Dodge 

 

Name: Hunger  LVL: 1  Stat: Sense Skill: Perception   Target: Single Range: N/A 

Action: Free  Duration: 5 Minutes 

Effect: You know the location of an enemy for 5 Minutes.  

 

Name: Instinct  LVL: 1  Stat: -  Skill: -     Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Simple  Duration: 1 Turn 

Effect: When you receive a melee attack, do 2 health damage. 

Resist: Dodge or Block 

 

Name: Frenzy  LVL: 2  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: 1.5 M 

Action: Complex Duration: 1 Turn 



Effect: When enemies enter your range, do 4 health damage. 

Resist: Dodge or Block  



Sloth 

 

Name: Black Matter LVL: Capstone Stat: Body Skill: Control Target: (A) 20M   Range: View 

Action: Complex Duration: 5 Turns 

Effect: Everything in the area is weighed down by dark matter. Movement speed is brought down to 1 

Meter, all actions receive a -2 penalty. 

Resist: Body 

 

Name: Indestructible Body  LVL: Capstone  Stat: Body Skill: - Target: Self Range: 5 M Line 

Action: Complex Duration: Until Broken 

Effect: You create a 5 M wall. It has 50 HP, 20 Armor, and is immune to sanity damage. 

Resist: - 

 

Name: Melancholy LVL: 1  Stat: Mind Skill: Will Target: (A) 10 M Range: View 

Action: Simple  Duration: 2 Turns 

Effect: Your gaze slows everyone. All enemies receive a -2 to initiative. 

Resist: Mind (Will) 

 

Name: Iron Skin  LVL: 1  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Simple  Duration: 3 Turns 

Effect: Receive +1 to Block rolls. 

Resist: - 

 

 

  



Wrath 

Name: Hellfire  LVL: Capstone Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Single  Range: Weapon 

Action: Simple  Duration: 3 Turns 

Effect: Imbue your weapons with hellfire. The weapon deals +2 damage and ignores 4 armor. 

Resist: - 

 

Name: Meteor LVL: Capstone Stat: Sense Skill: Ranged Target: (A) 20 M   Range: View 

Action: Complex Duration: Instant 

Effect: Designate an area for bombardment. One turn after the ability is used, deal 13 damage, ignore  4 

armor. 

Resist: Block or Dodge 

 

Name: Hex Charge LVL: 1 Stat: Sense Skill: Range Target: (A) 1M [Inanimate]  

Range: Weapon  Action: Simple  Duration: Instant 

Effect: Fire a charge at an enemy fortification. Deal double damage. 

 

Name: Passion  LVL: 1 Stat:-  Skill: -  Target: Single Range: Close 

Action: Simple  Duration: Instant 

Effect: Ignite everything you touch, deal 3 fire damage, ignore 2 armor. 

Resist: Dodge or Block 

 

  



Envy 

 

Name: 6th Sense LVL: Capstone Stat: - Skill: - Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Complex Duration: 4 Turns 

Effect: You have become hyper aware. Double your Sense stat 

 

Name: Desire LVL: Capstone  Stat: - Skill: - Target: Single Range: view 

Action: Complex Duration 4 Turns 

Effect: You choose to mimic a target’s movement. For the duration, you can use their highest stat and 

skill in place of your own. 

 

 

  



Pride 

 

Name: Gladiator LVL: Capstone Stat: - Skill: - Target: - Range: View 

Action: Complex Duration: 1 Hour 

Effect: Create an invincible colosseum. Only two entities that bear hostility to the other may enter. 

If one dies, then another challenger may fight or the winner can leave. 

Resist: - 

 

Name: Relentless LVL: Capstone Stat: - Skill: - Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Simple  Duration: 3 Turns 

Effect: If you slay an enemy on this turn, you gain a bonus simple action for this turn. Stacks. 

Resist: - 

 

Name: Dominate LVL: 2  Stat: Social Skill: Intimidate   Target: Single Range: View 

Action: Complex Duration: 1 Turn 

Effect: Force an enemy to submit. They cannot move or attack you. 

Resist: Mind (Will) 

 

Name: Complex  LVL: 2  Stat: -  Skill: -  Target: Self Range: - 

Action: Free  Duration: Until Dispelled 

Effect: For every point in armor lower than your enemy, ignore 1 point of their armor. 

Resist: - 

  



Downtime 

  

Not everything is always demons and killing. Sometimes it’s researching demons and buying new gear to 

kill stuff. After every expedition, you get some time to do stuff. You get 2 [subject to change] turns to do 

stuff. Stuff includes: getting your hands on rare gear, long term projects, recovering from nasty wounds, 

training, regaining your sanity.  

Gear 

 Some gear is hard to get a hold of. Toothbrushes just mean a quick trip to an outpost, but if you 

want a drum magazine grenade launcher then you’ll have to either know people or be able to drop serious 

cash. Note: using connection this way means you only borrow the item and it will be removed by the next 

downtime.  

Long term projects 

 Building up contacts, researching the sigils on the monument you found, socializing, if it’ll take 

more than a day to accomplish, it’s probably a long term project. 

 

Gear 

 

While your Sin can take care of a lot of heavy lifting, they’re only part of your arsenal. There are few 

replacements for hot lead so don’t shirk on it. 

You’ll receive a [X] currency to start off with. Anything purchased with currency is yours until you break 

it so don’t worry about having to give it back later.  

Unfortunately, however, not everything is always up for sale. While getting rations for your next 

expedition might not be difficult, getting access to more C4 is. 

Items are divided into 3 categories 

Normal- Your everyday gear. No one bats an eye when you purchase it and it’s available at every outpost. 

Things like rations, camping gear, most vehicles, fall under here. While it may not have been “normal” 

before, items such as ammunition for common weapons, common weapons, healing kits, armor will also 

fall under here. 

Military- This is the stuff that’s horded by the military or highly organized militias. While some outposts 

might be willing to sell this stuff, most of what you’re going to find is going to be in the black market. 

Prices are higher but so is the quality. Explosives, uncommon weaponry such as Gatling guns, weapon 

accessories, high grade trauma kits, all are found in this category.  

Because this is your first time out here, you can receive 1 Military-grade weapon at character creation, if 

you want more then you have to get it yourself. 

Demonic- This is the weird shit that you probably shouldn’t touch. There are few sellers of this stuff but 

their demand is incredibly high due to their effects. Talismans, taboo knowledge, Virgin’s blood, voodoo 

dolls are in this category. If you’re lucky then you’ll find one in every 4 outposts you visit but beware. 

Sellers of this stuff are just as weird as their product. 


